Josie Fung is the Executive Director for I-Think, an education non-profit born from the Rotman School of Management at the University of Toronto. Here with her team, they are exploring mechanisms for system change in education. I-Think believes that when you bring real-world problem solving to classrooms, you can shift the learning experiences for young people from being simple answer finders, to tenacious, optimistic and confident problem solvers. In addition to this role, Josie is involved with Integrative Thinking and Strategy courses in the Commerce and Executive Leadership programs at the Rotman School.

Laurel Gain is a second year Computer Engineering student at the University of Toronto. She is an I-Think Scholarship recipient, and spent her summer as a Data and Technology Guide intern with I-Think, a non-profit bringing real world problem solving to classrooms. In addition, she is the Executive Communications Director for the U of T Engineering Yearbook, and an ambassador with Her Code Camp, a free beginner programming camp looking to “ignite the potential of under-represented communities in tech”. She is passionate about helping overcome adversity and creating accessible STEM opportunities for marginalized groups and communities.

Cynthia Leach is the Senior Director, Economic Thought Leadership at RBC. In this role, she helps shape the narratives and research agenda around the RBC Economics and Thought Leadership team’s forward-looking economic and policy analysis, covering topics such as the future of work, innovation, and the net-zero transition. Previously, Cynthia was an executive at Finance Canada, most recently heading a team responsible for housing finance policy. She also has experience in current economic analysis and fiscal policy. Cynthia holds an M.A. Economics degree from the University of Toronto.

We want to hear from you! Don’t forget to tell us what you think!
Fill out a quick survey [here](#) by November 12, 2021 and be entered for your chance to win a gift card.
And use #KidsToWork to share something you learned today on social media!